We prove that the category of Kolgomorov small spaces and continuous mappings is equivalent to the category of spectral spaces with decent subsets and spectral mappings respecting the decent subsets and dually equivalent to the category of bounded distributive lattices with decent sets of prime filters and bounded lattice homomorphisms respecting those decent sets. This allows producing spectralifications of a Kolgomorov topological space using a chosen sublattice base of the topology.
Introduction.
Stone duality is one of the most important dualities in mathematics. It is very widely known for Boolean algebras and a little less known for bounded distributive lattices, but it was presented in detail in a recent monograph [4] by M. Dickmann, N. Schwartz and M. Tressl. In this paper, a version of Stone duality in a richer language is proved for Kolgomorov small spaces.
Small spaces may be understood to be a special kind of generalized topological spaces in the sense of Delfs and Knebusch (see [2, 7] ), for which a simpler language was introduced and used in [8] and [9] , compare also [10] . We develop the theory of small spaces in this simple language, analogical to the language of Császár's generalized topology ( [1] ), where a family of subsets of the underlying set satisfying some, but not all, conditions for a topology is considered. Small spaces correspond to definable spaces over structures with topologies (see [8, 9] ).
We prove that a Kolgomorov small space is essentially a decent subset of a spectral space. This means that spectralifications of a Kolgomorov topological space may be constructed by choosing (bounded) sublattice bases of the topology.
For the set-theoretic axiomatics, we follow Saunders Mac Lane's version of Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms with the axiom of choice plus the existence of a set which is a universe ([6], page 23).
We shall freely use the notation for family intersection from [7, 8, 9, 10] :
2. The category SS 0 . Definition 1 ([9], Definition 2.21). A small space is a pair (X, L X ), where X is any set and L X is a bounded sublattice of the powerset P(X), called sometimes a ring of subsets of X. Elements of L X are called smops (i. e., small open sets) or just open sets in X. If (X, L X ) and (Y, L Y ) are small spaces, then a mapping f :
The category of small spaces and their continuous mappings is denoted by SS. Definition 2. A small space (X, L X ) will be called T 0 (or Kolgomorov ) if the family L X separates points ([4], Remainder 1.1.4), which means that for x, y ∈ X:
We get a full subcategory SS 0 of Kolgomorov small spaces in SS. Definition 3. If (X, L X ) is a small space, then the topology L wo X = τ (L X ), see [9] , Definition 2.9, generated by L X in P(X), is called the family of weakly open sets.
Proposition 4. For any small space (X, L X ), the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. Easy. (2) The space (R, L iom ), where L iom is the family of all finite unions of open intervals with integers or infinities as ends, is not Kolgomorov.
(3) The mappings id R : R st → R slom , id R : R slom → R om , id R : R om → R rom are morphisms of SS 0 , but their inverses are not.
The category SpecD.
Let us recall that a spectral space is a topological space (X, τ X ) which is compact (not necessarily Hausdorff), T 0 , whose family CO(X) of compact open sets forms a basis of τ X which is closed under finite intersections and each irreducible closed set is the closure of a (unique) singleton. A mapping g : X → Y between spectral spaces is spectral if the preimage of any compact open subset of Y is a compact open subset of X, shortly: g −1 (CO(Y )) ⊆ CO(X)). We have the category Spec of spectral spaces and spectral mappings. Remark 6. The category BDLat of bounded distributive lattices with homomorphisms of bounded lattices is dually equivalent to the category Spec. While [4] , Chapter 3, uses contravariant functors, we restate Stone duality using covariant functors. Namely, we have:
is the set of all prime filters in L with topology τ ( L) generated by the family L on this set, where L = {ã : a ∈ L} ⊆ P(PF(L)) and
(2) The functor Co : Spec → BDLat op is given by: a) Co(X) = CO(X) with obvious lattice operations on
Then the compositions Sp • Co, Co • Sp are naturally isomorphic to the identity functors Id Spec , Id BDLat op . Consequences of Stone duality (3.2.5 in [4] ) include the fact that each bounded distributive lattice L = (L, ∨, ∧, 0, 1) is isomorphic to the lattice ( L, ∪, ∩, ∅, PF(L)) of subsets of PF(L) and the equality L = CO(PF(L)).
is a spectral space and X d is a subset of X (called a decent subset ) such that the following condition is satisfied:
Proof. Easy.
is an object of SpecD, then, by Stone duality (3.2.8 in [4] ), both the spaces of prime filters PF(CO(X)) and PF(CO(X) d ) considered with their spectral topologies are homeomorphic to (X, τ X ). A point x ∈ X corresponds tô
and tô , τ (B) ), R) is a morphism in SpecD.
4.
The category BDLatD.
Definition 11. Objects of BDLatD are pairs (L, D L ) with L = (L, ∨, ∧, 0, 1) a bounded distributive lattice and D L ⊆ PF(L) such that the following condition is satisfied:
Then D L is called a decent set of prime filters on L.
Morphisms of BDLatD are such homomorphisms of bounded lattices
Proposition 12. If D L is a decent set of prime filters of (L, ∨, ∧, 0, 1), then the bounded lattice
is isomorphic to (L, ∨, ∧, 0, 1) and L d = CO(PF(L)) ∩ 1 D L .
Proof. Easy.
Example 13. Consider the lattice L om from Example 5, and defineR(L om ) = {x(L om ) : x ∈ R}, andx(L om ) = {W ∈ L om : x ∈ W }. Then, for A ∈ L om , we haveÃ d =Ã ∩R(L om ) withÃ ∈ PF(L om ), see Remark 6. One can easily check that the condition
is satisfied. This means that ((L om , ∪, ∩, ∅, R),R(L om )) is an object of BDLatD, so the lattices (L om , ∪, ∩, ∅, R) and ( L om d , ∪, ∩, ∅,R(L om )) are isomorphic.
Example 14.
(1) The mapping h 1 : L om → {0, 1} defined by the formula
is not a morphism of BDLatD from (L om ,R(L om )) to ({0, 1}, {{1}}).
(2) The mapping h 2 : L om → {0, 1} defined by the formula
is a morphism of BDLatD from (L om ,R(L om )) to ({0, 1}, {{1}}) corresponding to the prime filterπ(L om ) ∈R(L om ).
The main result.
Theorem 15. The categories SS 0 , BDLatD op and SpecD are all equivalent.
Proof. The proof splits into several steps.
Step 1: The restriction functor R. We define the restriction functor R : SpecD → SS 0 by formulas
where g d : X d → Y d is the restriction of g : X → Y in the domain and in the codomain to the decent subsets. It is clear that CO(X) d is a bounded sublattice of P(X d ) separating points, since CO(X) separates points. For a spectral mapping g :
We can see that R is indeed a functor.
Step 2: The spectrum functor S.
We define the spectrum functor S : BDLatD op → SpecD by formulas 
We can see that S is indeed a functor.
Step 3: The algebraization functor A.
We define the algebraization functor A : SS 0 → BDLatD op by formulas
with the obvious lattice operations on L X ,X =X(L X ) = {x : x ∈ X}, x = {L ∈ L X : x ∈ L} and, for a continuous mapping f : X → Y , with the mapping Lf :
Clearly,X(L X ) is a decent set of prime filters on L X and the bounded
is clearly a morphism in BDLat. It is also a morphism of BDLatD, since
We have A(id X ) = (Lid) op = id L X and
We can see that A is indeed a functor.
Step 4: The functor RSA is naturally isomorphic to Id SS 0 . For an object (X, L X ) of SS 0 , we have RSA(X, L X ) = RS(L X ,X) = R((PF(L X ), τ ( L X ))),X) = (X, L X d ), and, for a morphism f :
Define a natural transformation η from RSA to Id SS 0 by putting
and each η X :
X → X is a bijection satisfying η X ( L X d ) = L X , so η is truely a natural isomorphism.
Step 5: The functor SAR is naturally isomorphic to Id SpecD .
We have SAR((X, τ X ),
Moreover, for a spectral g :
Define a natural transformation θ from SAR to Id SpecD by putting
and each θ X is a bijection satisfying both θ X ( X d d ) = X d and θ X ( CO(X) d ) = CO(X), so θ is truely a natural isomorphism.
Step 6: The functor ARS is naturally isomorphic to Id BDLatD op . We have ARS(L, D L ) = AR((PF(L), τ ( L)),
Here
Moreover, for a homomorphism of bounded distributive lattices h :
Define a natural transformation κ op from ARS to Id BDLatD op by putting
in BDLatD op to be the mapping
We are to check that κ op
6. Spectralifications.
there exists a topological embedding e : (X,
Example 17. The space R from Example 10 is a spectralification of the real line, homeomorphic to the spectral space (PF(L om ), τ ( L om )).
Example 18. Consider L rom from Example 5. The points of PF(L rom ) are:
q − = {L ∈ L rom : (l, q) ⊆ L for some l < q} for q ∈ Q, q + = {L ∈ L rom : (q, l) ⊆ L for some l > q} for q ∈ Q, r = {L ∈ L rom : r ∈ L} for r ∈ R \ Q, −∞ = {L ∈ L rom : (−∞, l) ⊆ L for some l ∈ Q}, +∞ = {L ∈ L rom : (l, +∞) ⊆ L for some l ∈ Q}.
We can see that (PF(L rom ), τ ( L rom )) is another spectralification of the real line, homeomorphic to the space of types over Q of the theory T h(R, <) with the spectral topology (compare Section 14.2 in [4] ), obtained without using the language of model theory.
Example 19. For the constructible topology (called also the patch topology) on the "same" set of points as in the previous example, one needs to take as a new L X the Boolean algebra (field of subsets of X) B rom generated by L rom . The space (PF(B rom ), τ ( B rom )) is another spectralification and Hausdorff compactification of the real line, and is identified with the usual in model theory space of types over Q of the theory T h(R, <).
Theorem 20. For a topological space being T 0 is equivalent to admitting a spectralification.
Proof. Assume (X, τ X ) is a T 0 topological space. Choose a basis of the topology that is a bounded sublattice of τ X and call it L X (for example take L X = τ X ). Obviously, by Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 15, (X, τ X ) admits an embedding into the spectral space (PF(L X ), τ ( L X )) underlying SA(X, L X ) with a basis of the topology L X . Each nonempty member of this basis is of the form L for a nonempty L ⊆ X. Choose x ∈ L. Thenx ∈ L, so the imageX of the embedding is dense in (PF(L X ), τ ( L X )).
On the other hand, only T 0 (Kolgomorov) topological spaces can have spectralifications, since a subspace of a T 0 space is T 0 .
Remark 21. The theorem above allows producing many spectralifcations of a Kolgomorov topological space (X, τ X ) by taking many different bases L X of the topology τ X . That is why it is more versatile than Theorem 11.1.3(ii) of [4] concerning the spectral reflection of a Kolgomorov topological space.
